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the whole versus the part method of memorizing
Woodworth in his chapter on memory gives the results
of two experiments.1 By one team a passage of 250 lines
of poetry was learnt by heart, 30 lines being memorized
per day and then the whole revised till it could be
recited; by the other the passage was read straight
through three times a day till it could be recited. The
whole method took 348 minutes, the part 431. But
when it came to teams of workers learning the correct
method of solving a maze puzzle the team which came
out best had learnt one part a day for four days and on
the fifth learnt all the parts together.
Sandiford,2 however, and Rusk,3 maintain the superiority
of the whole or entire method. Rusk gives the following
main reasons for his preference:
 (a)	Attention   is   more   uniformly   sustained   as   new
material is continually presented.
 (b)	There is a more even distribution of repetitions, for
in  the  sectional  method learners   repeat   unnecessarily
sections already memorized.
The material as a whole is impressed on the mind and
the sense of the passage facilitates learning. But on the
whole most experienced teachers will agree with him when
he suggests that the compromise known as the mixed
method is to be preferred.
Personally I prefer the method because it seems a direct
application of the fact that if an experience is to be a living
memory it must be a part of the structure of the mind and
in no way learnt mechanically.
In this method the passage must be considered as a
whole first and then in * sense * sections, and those that are
more difficult dwelt on and discussed so that be!ere the
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